Welcome to the Osmo Lab!

Presented by:
Veronica Stapper – 2nd grade teacher at Glenmore Elementary (SAISD)
veronica.stapper@saisd.org

Website to get started: playosmo.com

| Osmo Words          | A fun problem-solving tool that helps students practice spelling, vocabulary and critical thinking.  
|                     | Set includes letter tiles.  
|                     | Letter tiles are used to build words.  
|                     | Great activity to incorporate technology at the Word Work station.  
|                     | Teachers can search for word lists that are already created.  
|                     | Teachers can create their own word lists from their account on a computer. (Register at my.playosmo.com)  

| Osmo Words Explorers and the Tunnel of Treasures | Add-on game to enhance the Osmo Words app.  
|                                                 | Use letter tiles from the Osmo Words app.  
|                                                 | Great for practicing letter recognition, word recognition, spelling, and vocabulary.  

| Osmo Numbers          | Set includes number tiles and dice cube tiles.  
|                      | Great for practicing number recognition and subitizing in early elementary.  
|                      | Number/Dice tiles can be used to practice addition, subtraction, and multiplication.  

| Osmo Numbers Toybox   | Add-on game to enhance the Osmo Numbers app.  
|                      | Use number tiles and dice tiles from Osmo Numbers.  
|                      | Great for practicing number recognition and subitizing in early elementary.  
|                      | Games target counting, addition skills and word problems.  

| Osmo Tangram          | Each tangram set contains 7 shapes that are based off mathematical ratios. These 7 shapes can individually interact with the iPad to give students real-time feedback on their puzzles.  
|                       | Tangram pieces are used to create an image shown on the screen.  
|                       | Students can play by themselves or challenge a friend.  
|                       | Helps students develop visual spatial abilities, nonverbal reasoning, fine motor skills, and executive functioning.  

| Osmo Pizza Co.        | Set includes pizza crust/base, money pieces, and pizza toppings.  
|                       | Pizza topping pieces are used to fill the customer’s pizza orders correctly. This is great for practicing following oral and written directions.  
|                       | Money pieces are used for calculating the customer’s change for upper elementary students and beyond.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Osmo Detective Agency   | - Set includes eight game boards and a magnifying glass. Explore eight exciting maps, including Paris, New York City, Beijing, Sydney, Rio de Janeiro, and Cairo, Osmo Town, and the World!  
- Students inspect hundreds of clues to solve a case.  
- Great for learning about geography, landmarks and cultures around the world. |
| Osmo Newton             | - This app is best used with white paper and a pencil, but has other options as well.  
- This app shows falling balls on the screen and target zones for the balls to fall into.  
- Students may draw lines or objects to guide the balls into the target zones.  
- Students have the option to use real-life objects to place into the game area to guide the balls into the target zones. |
| Osmo Hot Wheels         | - Set includes Hot Wheels ramp and playing tokens.  
- Players use real-life Hot Wheel cars.  
- Great for practicing strategic thinking and quick reflexes.  
- Players send Hot Wheel cars down the ramp to race through imaginary worlds. |
| Osmo Coding Awbie       | - Set includes coding tiles.  
- Students observe a woodsly setting on the screen along with the position of the character.  
- Students use coding tiles to tell the character how to navigate through the woods to the prize. It is a great tool for practicing problem solving! |
| Osmo Coding Jam         | - The coding tiles from the Coding Awbie set can be used along with an add-on set called Coding Jam to put a new spin on the Coding Awbie game set. |
| Osmo Coding Duo         | - The coding tiles from the Coding Awbie set and the coding tiles from the Coding Jam set can be used together to play the Coding Duo.  
- The Coding Duo allows players to challenge each other using coding skills. |
| Mickey Mouse and Friends| - In Super Studio, you get step-by-step instructions to create the scenes and then watch the story come alive!  
- The kit comes with Super Sketchpad, Super Marker and Super Sweeper. |
| Super Studio Disney Princess | - In Super Studio Disney Princess, you get step-by-step instructions to create the scenes and then watch the story come alive!  
- The kit comes with Super Sketchpad, Super Marker and Super Sweeper  
- This kit teaches visual thinking and experimentation, creative confidence and drawing techniques. |
Super Studio Disney Pixar The Incredibles

- Draw and animate your own Disney *Pixar show as you go on an adventure with the Incredibles.
- Learn to sketch and become an animation expert!
- The kit comes with Super Sketchpad, Super Marker and Super Sweeper

This kit teaches visual thinking and experimentation, creative confidence and drawing techniques.

Osmo

Where student learning and engagement begins!